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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please complete the 
following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located to the 
right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the printer 
icon.
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Preserve Evidence and Maintain a Chain of 
Custody
• Send preservation letters early

• Guardrail, State Department of Transportation
• Vehicle, insurance company and tow yard

• Document the scene early
• Debris
• Roadway markings



Be Mindful of Time

• Statute of limitations
• 2 to 4 years typically, but 1 to 6 in some

• Sovereign notice periods
• Varies significantly

• Statute of repose
• 8 to 12 years typically, but none in some



Typical Defendants

• Guardrail designer, manufacturer
• Lindsay Corporation, Nebraska
• RSI, Inc., Texas (?)
• Trinity Industries, Inc., Texas
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• Lindsay Corporation, Nebraska
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• Installer
• State
• Contractor
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Typical Causes of Action

• Manufacturer/Designer 
• Negligent end-terminal design
• Negligent training 
• Strict liability 

• Contractor/State
• Negligent installation, inspection, or repair



Guardrail systems

• 5-part system, typically
• Guardrail (“W-Beam”)
• Posts
• Connecting hardware
• End terminal
• Anchoring system 
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Guardrail systems

• W-beam
• A semi-rigid post-and-steel beam barrier designed to smoothly redirect a 

vehicle impacting the face of the barrier at some angle.
• It absorbs the energy of a crush through deformation and deflection of the 

W-beam rail, deformation of the guardrail posts, and rotation of the posts 
through the soil.



W-Beam + Hardware

Post + Soil
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Guardrail systems

• End Terminal 
• Purpose

• Protect a vehicle’s occupants from the exposed end of a W-beam guardrail. 
• The vehicle facing end of a W-beam guardrail that may or may not be intended to be 

energy absorbing.
• Types

• Non-energy absorbing terminals are typically a blunt end, turn-down terminal, 
Breakaway Cable Terminal, or a Modified Eccentric Loader Terminal. 

• Energy absorbing terminals, such as ET-2000, ET-Plus, SKT-350, and the X-Lite. 



Turndown 



Breakaway Cable 
Terminal  

Only two weak posts



Modified Eccentric 
Loader Terminal



Guardrail systems

• End Terminals
• Energy absorbing terminals, such as ET-2000, ET-Plus, SKT-350, and the X-Lite. 



ET-Plus



X-Lite



End terminal system

• Design intent
• A device designed to anchor the leading end of a W-beam guardrail while 

reducing the likelihood of spearing, vaulting, or rolling a vehicle during head-
on or angled impacts. 



End terminal system

• Design intent
• A device designed to anchor the leading end of a W-beam guardrail while 

reducing the likelihood of spearing, vaulting, or rolling a vehicle during head-
on or angled impacts. 

• When properly installed and maintained, the system is capable of stopping, 
containing, and re-directing impacting vehicles in a predictable and safe 
manner.



End Terminal System

• Extruder
• Telescoping 



Extruder End Terminal System

• How it’s supposed to work?
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Extruder End Terminal System

• How it’s supposed to work?
• When a car hits the end terminal’s extruder head, the device is supposed to 

begin moving with the vehicle. 
• The W-beam is meant to feed through a channel, flattening the W-beam into 

a ribbon that curls away from the road and the car. 
• This absorbs energy and slows the vehicle. 





Telescoping End Terminal System

• How it’s supposed to work?





End-terminal, 
Telescoping, + 

Anchoring

“Teeth”

“Impact Head”



Telescoping End Terminal System

• How it’s supposed to work?
• Safely and properly dissipate energy 
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Telescoping End Terminal System

• How it’s supposed to work?
• Safely and properly dissipate energy 
• Shear bolts connecting the rails should shear in proper sequence
• Rails should be channeled through the slider bracket
• Rails should gather safely behind the impact head
• Vehicle should be brought to a safe stop before system runs out of propriety 

rail system








Negligent End Terminal Design

• Key design issue
• Extruding

• Clogging, inadequate spacing, and throat lock.



Negligent End Terminal Design

• Key design issue
• Extruding

• Clogging, inadequate spacing, and throat lock.
• Telescoping

• Eccentricities caused by multiple shear bolts, inadequate impact head size, inability to 
properly capture all telescoping rails, inherent energy absorbing limitations of the 
system.



Negligent End Terminal Design

• Theory of liability
• Energy absorption method is inadequate, unreliable, and not-repeatable to 

stop vehicles in a controlled manner during foreseeable collisions.














End-terminal + 
Telescoping



W-beam



End-terminal + 
Telescoping



Negligent Installation, Inspection, or Repair 

• Complicated systems







Negligent Installation, Inspection, or Repair 

• Who is doing the work?





Experts

• Liability
• Accident reconstruction
• Product expert, typically a mechanical engineer
• Biomechanical, survivable accident



Defenses

• Typical
• Contributory or comparative fault
• Not a legal cause of injury
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Defenses

• Typical
• Contributory or comparative fault
• Not a legal cause of injury

• Design defect 
• Design met applicable criteria
• Improperly installed 

• Installers
• The Slavin doctrine protects contractors from liability for injuries to third parties by 

presuming that the owner has made a “reasonably careful inspection” of 
the contractor’s work prior to accepting it as completed; if the owner accepts 
the contractor’s work as complete and an alleged defect is patent, then the owner 
“accepts the defects and the negligence that caused them as his own,” and 
the contractor will no longer be liable for the patent defect.
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Eric J. Miersma, Esq.
Member – Balestreri Potocki & Holmes

Over twenty years representing Southern California trucking 

companies, builders, design professionals, and general 

business owners in all aspects of complex litigation, 

transportation, and general liability matters.



Claims and Claimants
Cyclists, Motorists, and Pedestrians – Construction Hazards and Design



Cyclist



Cyclist



Cyclist



Cyclist



Cyclist



Cyclist’s Claims

• C2 – C3 spinal cord injury resulting in quadriplegia

• Complaint alleged Dangerous Condition of Public Property, Negligence, 

and Loss of Consortium

• Punitive damages for reckless disregard



Defendants

• City

• Public works water and sewer project

• Contractor for City

• Set up traffic control

• City’s Construction Manager

• Failure of supervision



Legal Claims and Defenses

• City has sovereign immunity (Gov’t Code section 815(a)) 

• Independent contractor exception to sovereign immunity

• City not directly negligent, but subject to non-delegable duty doctrine

• Government Code section 835 – dangerous condition of public property

• If Contractor and Construction Manager negligent, City liable under non-

delegable duty doctrine

• Contractor and Construction Manager owed City express indemnity

• Comparative fault of cyclist



Motorist



Motorist’s Claims

• Teen motorist t-boned plaintiff at intersection

• Plaintiff Negligence – Motor Vehicle, Premises Liability, and Dangerous 

Condition of Public Property



Defendants

• Teen driver that struck plaintiff and her father

• Property owner where plaintiff was exiting to street

• Tree trimming company for trees along street

• City for unsafe intersection



Legal Claims and Defenses

• City has sovereign immunity under Government Code section 815(a)

• BUT, City can be liable for dangerous condition of public property if:

• Dangerous at time of injury

• Proximate cause

• Foreseeable

• AND negligent act of City (private developer designed intersection)

• OR actual or constructive notice in time to take corrective action



Dangerous Condition

• Defined as:  “a condition of property that creates a substantial as 

distinguished from a minor, trivial or insignificant risk of injury when such 

property or adjacent property is used with due care in a matter in which it 

is reasonably foreseeable that it will be used

• Moved for summary judgment and lost because court found triable issue of 

fact

• Design immunity for failure to warn

• Trees non-issue as no evidence they obstructed traffic signal



Pedestrian



Pedestrian



Pedestrian’s Claims

• Mentally disabled man walking through roadway construction site

• Severely injured when struck by trailer fender

• Alleged premises liability for negligent design and implementation of 

traffic control



Defendants

• Contractor

• Truck driver

• No public entities were sued, but Contractor would have owed them 

contractual indemnity

• Considered cross-complaint against father based on negligently allowing 

plaintiff to walk this route



Legal Claims and Defenses

• Premises Liability against private contractor

• General negligence principles focused on control of the site

• Co-defendant truck driver effectively judgment proof

• Expert opinion indicated that he could have done more to avoid pedestrian

• Comparative fault of plaintiff

• Even though he had the mental capacity of a 13 year old, law holds him to

the ordinary reasonable person standard

• Multiple opportunities to avoid area



Thank You!
Any questions?
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